
Appendix in

Meithei writing systems

Meithei is written in either the Meithei Mayek or Bengali script. The accepted

date for the earliest use of Meithei Mayek is between the 11th and 12th cen-

turies (Ch. Manihar Singh 1984: 23). In the classification of scripts provided by

K. S. Singh and Manoharan (1993: 26-29), Meithei Mayek is part of the

Tibetan group of scripts, which originated from the Gupta Brahmi script. The

original Brahmi script was modified to accommodate the phonemic distinctions

of Meithei.

Like other Brahmi scripts, Meithei Mayek is syllabic. Each vowel has two

representations: an independent grapheme at the beginning of a word and a

diacritic off of the consonant it combines with to form a syllable when it occurs

elsewhere. See Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Vowel graphemes in Meithei Mayek

E. tp iP' Dp

ED E^ 107 r
U

When tone is taken into consideration, there are twelve contrastive vowel

sounds in Meithei. As seen in Table 1, it is possible to represent the differen-

ces between high and low tone i and u but no way of indicating distinctions

between a and a, 9 and a, e and e and o and 6.
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In contemporary versions of Meithei Mayek, tone distinctions are often in-

dicated with conventions currently in use in writing Meithei in the Bengali

script. For example, the distinction between high and low tone a, e, a, o can

be indicated before j] by using a distinct syllable final grapheme for i] before

the high tone vowel. This is illustrated in (1).

(1)

kaij 'chariot' kag 'mosquito'

It is not clear how, or if, tone distinctions in other environments are signalled.

In examples provided to me by Th. Harimohon Singh, minimal tone pairs such

as ta- 'fair and td- 'hear' cannot be distinguished in writing.

Table 2. Non-syllable initial vowels in Meithei Mayek with the shape kV

MmMm
ka Id ku

IfflKTEl
kd ke ko

Diphthongs in initial position are represented by a juxtaposition of a glide

and a vowel and, as was the case with vowels, not all relevant tone distinctions

are represented. Graphemes for diphthongs in initial position and the diacri-
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tics used with consonants are illustrated in Table 3 and 4 respectively.

Table 3. Syllable initial diphthongs in Meitei Mayek

ay 9W

ay aw

7i]SJn
uy uy

E./^
oy
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Table 4. Non-syllable initial diphthongs in Meithei Mayek illustrated with [k]

El IKII7

El ™EinEI75
kay 'shame* kay 'shame' kdy break'

ick'

71 W7l
kiw kick' ^^ '^ck'

kuy 'long' toiy 'distant past'

El 75
°" El n

koy roam' koy 'roam*

El''75
°" El n

kdy 'gaiden' ^^^y '8««J«i'
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Table 5. Consonant graphemes in Meithei Mayek

IE r^ IP i^ Iffl
kd khd gd ghd gd

)5 3^ Vt JC
td thd dd dhd Qd

JIRE ^ JTR?
P3 phd bd bhd md

yd ra Id W9 so

|d S9 ha ks9
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